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The Chameleon is a platform for expression of ideas,
thoughts and opinions for
the entire TGS community.
We want to represent the
student body and our experiences, but also share our
beliefs, and explore events
outside of our community
bubble. Dive into our
student-driven newsletter,
edition one hosted in Hiroshima, Japan.

Torii Gate, Miyajima.
Kien
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PEACE PARK

Photo by Charlotte Steckhart

What once was the busiest commercial and political district in the city became the target of the first atomic bombing ever. It then developed to become
the Hiroshima Peace Memorial Park,
where all the hope of peace and elimination of nuclear weapons lives on.
The historical museum depicts the cruelty of humankind, the truth in the war, the
science of radiation effects on a human
body and the feelings and perspectives of
people back in the day. If you have a chance to visit Hiroshima, even for just a little
bit, the historical museum is worth the visit.

HOST COUNTRY
6 |

From the front of Peace Park, after the
flowerbed and the fountain, you will see
three buildings, two of which are museum
buildings and the one on the left with a
small librarywith a collection English books.

Written by
Mak Atireklapwarodom

If you keep walking past the
museum, you will see the Cenotaph for the A-bomb Victims, the Pond of Peace and
the Flame of Peace, all of
which are reminders of the
cruelty of the past, so that the
history shall not be repeated.

"an amazing
atmosphere"
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Q&A
If you want to learn about some
of the individuals at the time of
war, walk forth a little bit more
and, on your right, you will see a
hall with an iconic fountain replicating the clock at 8:15, the time
of the A-bomb dropping. This
place is called Hiroshima National Peace Memorial Hall for
the Atomic Bomb Victims. You
could take the stairs down and
spend a few minutes being submerged in the atmosphere while
you are surrounded by the town
before the bombing. This place
also keeps all the information
about all the people affected by
this, and there is also a library. A
periodic exhibition is also available, which means there will
always be new exhibitions when
you come here. The current one
is the memoirs of the parents of
first-grade students from Hiroshima Itchu School, complete with English subtitles. Even
if you don’t want to learn about
the past, Peace Park has an
amazing atmosphere that lends
itself to reading a book, or reflecting on one of the benches.

How good is this place
as a place for relaxation?
4/5 - This place is usually a
quiet place, perfect for just
sitting and resting or reading
your favorite book. Though, the
chance of big tourist groups or
student groups dropping by is
pretty high.
How good is this place as a
place to grab your laptop and
work?
2.5/5 - Could work if you are
desperate. There is no Wi-Fi
around the park except in the
museum, or tables for you to
set your stuff at.
How good is this place for a
game of soccer (or any team
sports)?
0/5 - Won’t work. The park is
not structured with large open
fields suitable for sports.
How good is this place for immersing with the culture and
the locals?
4/5 - This place is a historical piece describing the event
of atomic bombing and the
effects of them up until now, so
this is a good start to understanding people here. And there
are always constant stream of
people.

You can see locals doing group
activities, and school children on
field trips. You can also see the
A-bomb dome, which is one of
the few architectural artifacts
from the day before the bombing. And if you want to visit it, it
is just a short walk from the park
across the bridge.
Photo by Charlotte Steckart
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HOW TO NAVIGATE 7-11
IN JAPAN?
The needed guide of navigation within a vital aspect
of our daily lives

- Write a shopping list before you go. At the
bottom, include the phone numbers of those
dearest to you. Do not write their names.
- You may see a sign for a 7-11 in the distance.
Do not attempt to chase it. Only use google
map verified stores. The manifestation of unverified stores in the physical realm is as of yet
unconfirmed.
- As you approach the store, politely petition
for entry. The doors will open eventually, but
expect a slight delay, especially between five
and nine pm. If you wait for more than 7 minutes and 53 seconds, walk away. Do not make
eye contact with any entity within the store.
- If you gain entry, proceed with caution, the
floor is rather shy and takes a moment to get
used to new people.
- If you made a shopping list, now would be
the time to keep it close to you, in your front
pocket or perhaps your hand. Do not open it,
or attempt to read it. Due to chemical changes in your prefrontal cortex, It will most likely
cease to make sense within moments of entry.
- You may notice that as you checkout, the
employees speak aloud with great conviction.
It may remind you of the peripheral static that
your brain converts to idle chatter about the
weather, but do not fear, it does not concern
you. It is company policy to maintain a verbal
log of actions as they occur. This pleases the
incomprehensible, yet volatile presence that
regulates the day to day operations of affiliated storefronts.
Photo by Izzy Ricotta
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Your perpetual partner and cordial companion
-The Committee

Photo by Julia Gwioździk

Vegan in Japan
There are 28 students in our school. About
1/5 of them are vegetarian, pescatarian
or vegan, which means that they can’t eat
certain animal products. And allow me to
state this to you, Japan is not a good place to do that. Sushi? Nope. Ramen? Nope.
And then there is a problem with the fact
that our Japanese skills are non-existent. So we go to restaurants, trying to
communicate our weird demands using
body language and our broken Japanese. While others just point to the menu, we
act insane, crossing our arms, shouting a
series of no meat, no fish, etc. And then,
after annoying everyone around us, we
often end up ordering just rice or eating
Italian. Looking for restaurants is always a
nightmare when you try to satisfy both the
people with dietary restrictions and the
meat-lovers. Usually, both sides become
frustrated with each other whenever they
have to eat out together.
There is, however, one place in Hiroshima,
where both groups have found food that
satisfies them. We now call it “the vegan

place,” but its real name is “Croissant Marché.”
It is an organic food store that also
offers healthy lunch sets. It has
one item on the menu and just five
seats. No one there speaks English,
but it doesn’t matter because the
only thing you have to do is show
the number of people who want a
meal and smile. The lunch changes
every week, but it usually consists
of a few types of vegetables, tofu,
tea, and rice. Instead of salt or soy
sauce, you are given sesame seeds
to put on the rice, which is something you immediately fall in love
with.

WRITER: Julia Gwioździk

meone from TGS if you
go there. The vegan place is perfect for anyone
who wants good food and
some peace and quiet in
the middle of the day. The
atmosphere created by
the Japanese couple who
owns it makes everyone
feel welcome, no matter
where you from and what
your diet is.

During our time in Hiroshima, I went
there almost every day. With time,
more and more people started coming, either to buy organic food or
to get lunch. It became one of those places like the Sequel in India,
where you know you will meet soTHE CHAMELEON | 11
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PH: MIRTHA ABSOLUTELY

MARTIAL TRAINING
FOR A PEACEFUL LIFE

We also sought to apply our Japanese core
value of Kaizen, continuous improvement,
in learning Aikido and Kyudo. We began our
journey in the timeless pursuit of self-cultivation; a dedication to perfection that involves
complete focus and attention without a need
for external validation.
Erroneously many people pursue the martial
arts for external rewards (belts, tournaments,
victories over opponents), but the true martial
artist will tell you that the only person they try
to defeat is themselves.

Written by
Nic Martino

"Mokuso!"
Demands the sensei at the start of our
Kendo (Japanese sword) training, to free
our minds and meditate. Firstly, to ground
ourselves in the moment and secondly, to
remember that we are here to dedicate
ourselves fully to the practice of Kendo.
It’s fitting that we start and end each
session with time dedicated to honing our
mind. Bruce Lee was famous for emphasizing the need to train both mind and
body. He often philosophised that we
must apply the same dedication used in
training our muscles to training our mind.
It may not be obvious to understand that
our pursuit as a school learning martial
arts was not for physical benefit.
12 |

An example of this was witnessed in Kyudo
(Japanese archery) when a Kyudo 7th dan
master archer said he did not have a good
showing, despite hitting a target 28 meters
away with a certain poise and grace that left
us in awe. He further explained that he didn’t
have a good showing because he was thinking
about hitting the target. In his mind, his thoughts, and thus his actions, were not pure.
To remove everything external from your focus.
To focus within.

How many of us can truly do this?
Look beyond the target and look internally
at our intentions are, at our own inner stillness. One goal of martial arts is to seek a
stillness within, despite any circumstance.
So as contradictory as it may seem, we
practice the martial arts to cultivate and
fortify an inner peace. When practicing we
apply focus and discipline to carry out the
movements that we learn. Internally, we
strive for inner calm to permeate our thoughts. Chinese Taoists refer to this as ‘wu
wei’ or effortless effort, and modern psychologists like Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi refer
to this as a flow state.
Martial artists, like global citizens, seek an
understanding of themselves and their role
in the world. They read the actions and
listen to the words of others. Not to judge
but to understand. Practitioners of martial
arts do not see other people as threats but
instead as individual case studies to better
understand humanity.

Over the past seven weeks my students and
I have partaken in a variety of martial arts
to assist us with learning values and principles that far transcend the physical realm.
Similarly, learning ‘bushido’ (the way of the
warrior) is more about living a good life to
assist in welcoming a good death. The philosophy behind bushido was beautifully
summed up by Ken Watanabe’s character,
Katsumoto, in The Last Samurai when he
speaks of “life in every breath.” While our
pursuits are way less connected to bodily
death, as travelers we pursue life in a similar manner.
Life in every breath.
Taking advantage of every experience that
we are blessed with.
THE CHAMELEON | 13
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WHITENING
OF THE
SKIN

WRITER: Zara Garcha

Historically, white skin has been a key
sign of beauty in Japan for centuries.
Japanese records tell stories about
skin color being connected to social
status and hierarchy. It was often
thought that if you possess a darker
complexion, you belonged to a working class family since ‘Ceruse, a paste made with white lead and vinegar
applied to achieve a fairer skin tone,
was quite expensive.
When walking down the street in Hiroshima and crossing the famous
Shibuya crossing in Tokyo, it’s impossible to avoid the advertisements on
billboards, bus stops, and kiosks that
are promoting skin care products.
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When you take a closer look,
however, it is more than skin care
being marketed. It is the lifestyle
and social status that come with
it. Most skin care ads feature a
woman with perfect fair skin and
whether it is obvious or not, we
are constantly being told that
the “perfect” life awakes tho-

se who can accomplish the look
being advertised. Kawaii culture,
and the general culture of looking
younger is very sought after, and
obvious to any foreigner in Japan.
Advertisements, billboards and
the people around us are often
things we take for granted and

don’t look into, deeper. My surroundings in Japan have provoked many
thoughts, mostly in relation to how
beauty ideals differ, from Asia and
the West.
THE CHAMELEON | 15
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ONSEN
WRITER: Amelie Andreas

During the Japan WeXplore
in February, the people-whohave-seen-me-naked club expanded its membership by six,
thanks to the Japanese tradition of communal bathing.
Our first night was at the Aso
golf resort, complete with a
huge buffet, a snow covered
golf course, and an onsen, or
a Japanese bath house. I was
completely oblivious to the
fact that a good portion of the
people I had been singing karaoke with on the bus would, in
just a few short hours, be sharing what is, essentially, just a
really big bathtub full of totally
naked people with me.
At first I was hesitant, as you
might expect if you’ve grown
up in a place where seeing
people naked isn’t exactly the
norm. In the spirit of breaking
the arbitrary rules I have been
conditioned into believing by
society and my admittedly
quite Western upbringing,
16 |

I finally caved and decided I
would do it. I would go to the
onsen. As it turned out, six
other girls from my module
made that decision as well.
We met in the hall, across
from the buffet, wearing matching hotel pyjamas with not a
whole lot underneath. When
we got to the onsen, everyone had changed into only
towels, not one of us wanted
to be the first to go completely
bare. A nervous giggle, some
awkward eye contact, but
most definitely no removal of
the towels that were the only
layer between us and the frigid locker room air.
No one wanted to be the first
one to break the invisible
wall, afraid that maybe it was
made of glass and could shatter at any moment. Of course,
that was until one of the girls
came out of the room where
the hot springs were, completely naked, and gave us a look.

"Well?"

One by one the towels came off.
Loathing to be the last one, I
took a deep breath and stowed
my towel next to the discarded hotel pyjamas and ran to
the spring, goosebumps rising
both from the cold and the mix
of tension and exhilaration that
accompanies breaking one of
society’s unwritten rules. Of
course there was really nothing to fear from one another’s
naked bodies. We’re all a little
bit different in wonderful ways,
and overall much the same in
others.

Once you get over the fact that there’s slightly less fabric around than
usual, conservations in the nude
become a lot easier. We talked about
the censorship of nudity in our society
and the unhealthy relationship we’re
conditioned to have with our own bodies, but we also talked about easy,
normal things, like lunch that day and
what we planned to do with our free
time in Nagasaki. If anything, what
that experience taught me is that the
whole uproar around nudity is complete and utter nonsense.

"breaking one of society’s
unwritten rules"
I went in the onsen with six wonderful
ladies who I admire immensely, but
I came out with a level of friendship that can only be obtained in
the nude. For now, I look forward to
giving nudity a little less thought and
maybe getting naked with my friends
a little more often.
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Passions
Everybody has one or two things prevalent throughout their passions, whether
it be risk-taking, self improvement, problem solving or anything else. Discovering what
that thing is can be extremely difficult, especially if you enjoy a wide variety of activities. Personally, I’m still searching, but I think if I’m able to really pinpoint what is similar throughout all of my passions, then that will tell me exactly what drives me. I have
been able to narrow down the things that I enjoy into two categories at least: Leisure
and Improvement. Each has its own driving force. When I look into what activities I do
with absolutely zero intention of productivity, they are all centered around movement.
I’ve known I was a primarily kinesthetic person for a long time, but I was actually quite
surprised to see that when all I want is to relax, I do the opposite. This is a special kind
of movement though, or at least the way I perceive it. The leisure activities I love are
ones where you need to first learn a completely new way to move your body before
you can even start towards anything complex. This includes, for me, biking, ice skating,
and swimming. All of these are similar to learning how to walk when you first begin.
Using this knowledge, it is easier for me to predict what other leisure activities I will enjoy and which I won’t, even if I have never done them. Now to be clear, I’m not saying
just because something doesn’t line up with this passion analysis that I will instantly
discard it, but I do believe it is a better way to go about finding new things you’ll love.
For example, the one thing that lines up beyond perfectly with my love of new-movement, is zero gravity. So, I think I can conclude that, despite having never been beyond
the cruising altitude of jumbo jet, I would enjoy it, a lot.
The improvement side of my equation is the one I’m still trying to solve. The activities I enjoy doing to become better at are very scattered and strange. I go bowling,
kick around a hacky-sack, and play videogames trying to get a higher skill ranking.
None of these are very similar so it will take some more thinking to really figure out
what is connected between them. I’m thinking maybe it has to do with measurable
success, each of them has a personal best score or number that you can always try
to beat. But, I’m not sure because that doesn’t seem to be the goal EVERY time I do
them. Regardless, I’m confident I will figure it out eventually and come to a conclusion
that I’m happy with.
Anyways, my point with this talk isn’t to scare you into putting limitations and
boundaries on your passions, that’s the opposite of what needs to happen. I want to
make it clear that there is a deeper reason that you love the things you do. Something
makes you tick, and if you are able to figure out what it is, then finding more ways to
enjoy your time will come easy. People often say that you should always be trying
new things, and I don’t disagree. However, I think that applies best to simple everyday
things like try new foods or listen to new music. When it comes to your passions, the
things you truly enjoy and love to do, it takes a smarter approach; that’s why I think
everybody should take a moment every now and then and just think about why they
love the things they love.

-Cullen Sander
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Japan
Line
Limited stock of hand-sewn crafts made by a
Hiroshima artisan from her grandmother’s vintage kimonos!

Ina, Izzy, Vax, and Ryleigh in their
wEXplore studying conscious
consumerism in Japan. Photo by
Max.

The Showcase
Focus.
We all must focus with determined smiles.
This is what we say,
Chuckling, glancing,
At the looming prospect of
showcase.
It’s going to be alright we say,
Working and working our days
away,
Just with enough of our time to
play,
writing on paper and screen.
20 |

Now this excitement,
Boiling thoroughly, our fears,
And now we know,
We always knew,
That as a showcase,
Not a large black hole sucking
us in,
We would survive. Even thrive.
Showing you, not us, you,
What we have done,
What we have become,
Here in Japan,
We hope you understand.
- Justin Smith-Hoopes

Kimono Bears
A

fter all the ups and downs of this term, EdArt
has finally purchased locally made art pieces.

Mituyo Yobusaka and Yoshie Yamamoto are the two
talented ladies behind the artworks in the picture
below. Made from family kimonos these detailed
products are a representations of years of perseverance and tradition. The picture above is one of
the pieces they produce. Make sure to stop by our
booth at showcase, this is one thing you definitely
do not want to miss out on!

Check out our instagram for other products : @edart.co
Email aliciah@thinkglobalschool.com for purchases
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Tattooing is the most misunderstood art form in Japan today. Looked down upon for centuries, and rarely discussed in
social circles today, people with

penal tattooing had largely been

The Culture of Tattoos
in Japan

“Similar to the
Roman Empire where slaves
were marked
with descriptive
phrases of the
crime”

By Keo Sket

tattoos outcast in their country-people with tattoos being
banned from most public spaces
such as beaches, bathhouses,
and even gyms. They have an
extensive history in Japan, and
to truly understand the stigma
behind them; it is essential to be
aware of their significance.
Japanese tattoos have an
incredibly old history; the first
records of tattoos were found
in 5000 B.C., during the Jomon
Photo by Charlotte Steckart

period, on clay figurines depic-

tattoos in Japan was from 300
A.D. found in the text History
of the Chinese Dynasties. In
this text Japanese men would
tattoo their faces and decorate
their bodies with tattoos which
became a normal part of their
society. However, a shift began
in the Kofun period between 300
and 600 A.D where tattoos took
on a more negative light. In this
period criminals began to be
marked with tattoos, similar to
the Roman Empire where slaves
were marked with descriptive
phrases of the crime they had
committed. This stigma towards
body modification only worsened: by the 8th century Japane-
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ment. The reason why tattooing was
once again associated with gangs,
however, was that criminals were
able to cover up these penal tattoos
with larger more elaborate decorative tattoos. The Yakuza began using
tattoos as a pledge of sorts to show
their commitment to the gang. However, once again tattoos became outlawed in 1868. In the Meiji period the
emperor, to westernize the country
banned tattoos as he thought them
distasteful and barbaric. Interestingly enough this law did not apply to
tattooing foreigners. Thus many tattoo artists set up shop in Yokohama
and began tattooing sailors, which
attracted some distinguished clients
from Europe.
In 1936 war broke out between Ja-

ting designs on the face and
body. The first written record of

replaced with other forms of punish-

pan and China again. People with
se rulers had adopted many of

This novel became so popular,

tattoos were considered to be pro-

the Chinese attitudes and cultu-

people began to get these tat-

blematic and undisciplined, as such

res. As tattoos fell into decline,

toos as physical rendering in the

tattooing was completely banned

the first record of them being

form of paintings. This practice

until 1946.

used explicitly as a punishment

eventually evolved into what we

was 720 A.D. where criminals

know today as Irezumi or Ja-

In today’s world tattooing has once

were tattooed on the forehead,

panese tattooing. This practice

again become popular, they have

so people could see that they

would have a monumental im-

become a fashion symbol, a sym-

had committed a crime. These

pact, with many woodblock ar-

bol of toughness, but somewhere

markings were reserved for only

tists converting their woodblock

deep-rooted in the Japanese psyche,

the most serious crimes, people

printing tools to begin creating

there still remains a stigma towards

bearing tattoos were ostraci-

art on the skin. Tattoos became

people with tattoos. After examining

zed from their families and were

a status symbol during this time;

Japan’s roller-coaster history of

rejected by society as a whole.

it is said that wealthy merchants

tattoos, this popularity may simply

Whereafter tattoos experien-

were prohibited from wearing

just be a phase. However, whether

ced somewhat of popularization

and displaying their wealth

it still be a trend in the next century

in the Edo period through the

through jewelry, so instead they

or not, the intricacies and dedication

Chinese novel Suikoden, which

decorated their entire bodies

put into a piece will forever be an

depicted heroic scenes with

with tattoos to show their riches.

bodies decorated with tattoos.

By the end of the 17th century,

Photo by Kien Ngo

admirable aspect of body art unique
to Japan.
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Deprivation
Sometimes I’m just tired
My detachment from the car conversations
And my oblivion to the landscape
I’m running into
Is just my way of coping
With my exhaustion
The weathered skin cradling
My eyes so deeply set
Into my everyday routine
Is only an uncontrollable display
Of the fleeting nights
That were simply so desperately slow
And left me needing one more snooze
That I forgot to leave time for
The floor is the last sight my eyes
Would love to witness
But at this point it’s much easier to
Keep my vision set on what I know
Won’t leave me sleepless
The stress I have laid upon myself
Has become so ritualistic
The freedom of allowed awakeness
Is so unmistakably foreign
It can no longer be a part of my
Vocabulary
All I know now
Is what I have been doing for years
And maybe
What I have been doing for years
Is in desperate need
Of abandonment
Because I have become so damn tired of
this
Constant deprivation
- Ryleigh Iverson
24 |

Amelie and Shamsia in Aso.
Photo by Charlotte Steckhart
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Our Chess
Spin-off

Photo: Izzy Ricotta

seen by chess enthusiasts. Due to
enemy King in a position it can’t escape. That’s
it. Perhaps the most famous game of all time

WRITERS: Max Sindall and Cullen Sander

and all the rules could fit on a single post-it
Chess is a staple of the board game

sprouted from some point in India.

note. Even still, after just four total moves, the-

family. Everyone knows it, and most

Without the Silk Road, the game could

re are 8,902 different possible board layouts.

know how to play it. It seems like so-

have eventually died off as it would

This is one of the most admirable features of

mething that has always been around,

not have been spread along with

the game, simplistic yet complex. For a player

and has always been the fun indicator

goods across the world. “The impor-

to respond with a brilliant move repeatedly, it

of wit and strategic thinking. What is

tance of the Silk Road for spreading

takes a remarkable level of adaptability. Every

the real story of chess though? How

the game is indisputable,” (Remus).

complex game of skill in the world has elites,

did it come to be, what makes it spe-

chess is no exception. However, it is the simple

this, many books, journals, and articles discussed about the game. In
1851, the first chess tournament took
place, taking chess from a small family game to the international status seen today. As popularity shot
through the roof, The World Chess
Federation was created to officially make it an international sport
that could be played worldwide.
“It is an absolute shoot out of intelligence, psychology, and risk assessment as nothing is left to chanc e and
both players start with equal ability”

cial, why is it so popular, and what has

It is important to note the plot of the

rules and mechanics of chess that make the

it become today? The answers to the-

game as well when debating its origin.

skill of the greatest that much more impressive.

se questions will show us what makes

The game may seem extremely me-

chess the renowned beautiful game it

dieval to a westerner, because the set

Chess is extremely unique in nature. The con-

is considered today, and lead us on the

up and value of pieces easily resem-

cept, so different from other games, is that no-

path to creating our own board game.

bles the hierarchy of a European king-

thing is hidden. It is an absolute shoot out of

Arguably, the golden age of chess was

dom. There is a simple reason for this
however, full chess globalization came

Origin:

tenders would criticize, offer demeaning

first time in human history that a machine

remarks and start psychological wars,

beat the best the human race has to offer.

which made it interesting to the general
public. In conclusion, chess is a truly in-

Today, computer technology has advan-

ternational game that has been played

ced greatly since the 80’s and 90’s. Today

around the world. Sadly, chess today

Google’s AI, DeepMind, has mastered the

has lost much of its original popularity.

game of chess in only 4 hours. It was given
the basic instructions of how the pieces

Current Day:

move and how to win the game. From the-

In 1951 the age of computer and AI chess

re, the computer learned by itself through

began. Dietrich Prinz was first to ever

“reinforcement learning” in less than 4

create an automated chess program.

hours. After that, the computer mastered

Due to the lack of computational power

2 other board games in the next 24 hours.

the system could only run the “two-ma-

The human race is just in the beginning

te” problem, which was finding the best

of AI technology and this is just the start.

move to get you two moves away from
a checkmate. Only 7 years later did Alex

Conclusion:

Bernstein write a fully automated chess

Developing a game to the exact same

playing program. Advancements in this

standards as chess would come up very

intelligence, psychology, and risk assessment

in the late 20th century. Global broad-

period were racing due to moore’s law

short. The main problem is the lack of

as nothing is left to chance and both players

casts and rapidly advancing technology

(which stated that every 2 years compu-

tangibles that the game holds, it is sim-

Although it is impossible to say with

when it is was acquired from Western

start with equal ability to win. Also, the indi-

pushed chess into the interest of millions.

tation power will double). The 1960’s was

ply rules and pieces. We plan on using

complete certainty, many researchers

Asia by the British Empire. This means

vidual pieces are unique in a way that allows

In 1972, New York’s Channel 13 was en-

a unparalleled time for technology and AI.

the aspects of chess we think are the

agree that the Gupta Empire in India

that much of the plot behind chess

mastery. In chess scoring, knights may be

gulfed by callers complaining about their

By 1962 MIT students created a program

most useful to our game, but quite plain-

is likely the birthplace of chess. Around

was shifted into a European-Medie-

worth less than bishops, but if they are used

programing. This was due to the World

that could beat amateur chess players.

ly, if our game can’t fit something, we

1,500 years ago, there were several

val light, when in reality India had the

correctly they can be twice as powerful. Each

Chess Championship Game being cut

By 1967 the original program was revi-

will have to leave it out. To be success-

developing games throughout Sou-

same conditions and hierarchies in

player is given the ability to develop their in-

off by a Democratic National Committee

sed to a point where it could beat a very

ful in the creation of a board game, it

thwest Asia that were similar to chess.

place to develop the game first. Many

dividual tactics and strengths, eventually for-

meeting in Washington. Grandmaster is

good high school player. In the 70’s and

will take a smarter process. This means

However, a game called Chaturan-

people believe chess came from Eu-

ming a mental playbook that gives them the

a title that denotes the highest level of

80’s computer technology progressed to

first writing up the plots, mechanics, and

ga, created in the Gupta Empire, was

rope simply because there are knights,

depth they need. Above all, chess is a special

chess knowledge someone could ob-

a point where it was reaching Grandmas-

characteristics and then seeing what

most parallel to chess today. Another

kings, and queens, but really the game

game because it allows people to have friend-

tain. One of them, Bobby Fischer was so

ter levels of scores. The biggest advance-

Chess-esque things exist and what else

argument for India being the source of

has no distinction to make it European.

ly competitions, showing of their wit in a way

popular to the American public, he was

ment seen though was in the early to late

can be added. Chess is successful off

that, hopefully, doesn’t come off too boastful.

the topic of 218 New York Times Articles.

90’s. Deep Blue a computer from IBM sin-

its simplicity and friendliness, so any

Though since, chess as a sport has lost

gle handedly beat the world’s best chess

game we try to base off Chess should

Popularity:

most of its excitement it once had. This is

player, Garry Kasparov, in 1997. Kasparov

include these at the bare minimum.

Chess has only 6 pieces, each with uni-

Though the modern form of chess only began

due to high ranking chess players losing

was so stunned he said afterwards “In

que movements. Other than that, only

to become popular in the 19th century. It be-

their much famed personalities. At one

certain kinds of positions, it sees so dee-

came popular through the competitiveness

time chess was like a boxing match. Con-

ply that it plays like God.” This was truly the

the game is the Silk Road. Based on
the distribution of the game and discovered written accounts, researchers
believe that the game must have
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Theory:

a few rules and one objective: Trap the
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Student Spotlight
“I get a glimpse of French cultu-

“Alicia’s French class is
fun, dynamic and effective!! She is an amazing
teacher”
(Paula M, Mexico.)

re, and feel very comfortable when

time and research, Alicia Husselin (France) left India with a

Every edition we decide upon one student that

carefully curated French lan-

has been doing something out of the ordinary,

guage curriculum, ready to be

and shine the spolight on them! Alicia is from

implemented in Japan. I had

conversing in the language. Alicia’s

overheard Alicia mentioning so-

a wonderful teacher, and I’m more

months ago in Botswana. As a

project!!”

In class, Alicia strikes a perfect

for Mastery courageously in front

balance between learning gram-

of the whole school, setting the

mar, vocabulary and reading

standard sky high for our own pro-

comprehension with speaking,

posals and acting as an example

ever since.

conversing and application of

for us all.

Now, almost six months later, in

is taught 95% in french and the

Over the upcoming break her stu-

students learn through reading

dents will be given homework and

novels, articles, watching vi-

readings to ensure no progress is

deos, inferring with given texts

lost and that we’ll all be motiva-

and listening to podcasts. The

ted and ready for French class to

beginner class lays the founda-

commence again in Greece!

very mediocre French speaker

(Ina B, Kosovo)

desperate to improve, this was
music to my ears, and I’d been
anticipating the first lesson

Japan, Alicia teaches two french
classes, a beginner level class
and an advanced. Her French
students have two classes wee“Alicia is an amazing teacher. It was

kly, meaning that Alicia teaches

never boring and really engaging.

for four hours per week, and

Cheers for Alicia”

a total of 28 hours in Japan!

(Soeun K, South Korea)

Weekly challenges, debunking
french idioms, memory games,
French media, books, movies
and interactive conversations
are all elements of her lesson
plans that she has thoughtfully planned out with the help of

wanted to do but also dreaded, because I
found it so difficult. And yes, it is still difficult, but with our small group of 3 we only
speak French and I can truly say I have gotten a lot more confident in the last couple
of weeks.”
(Ella O, The Netherlands)
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France and has developed her own curriculum.

mething about teaching French

than excited to be a student of her

“French has always been something that I

Alicia Husselin

After 8 weeks of dedication,

extensive research and outside
expertise.
WRITTER: JOHN MANHATAN
PH: MIRTHA ABSOLUTELY
Not only is she helping ten students to learn a new language,
but she is also working hard
to master the art of teaching.
Some comments from her students include:

knowledge. The advanced class

tions of the language allowing
the students to introduce them-

While this is Alicia’s ‘personal’

selves, learn common phrases

project and she is on her own indi-

and become familiar with basic

vidual journey, it really is a project

verbs and conjugations. Along

for the community. We deeply va-

with the language itself, Ali-

lue culture, diversity and language

cia also weaves in elements of

here at TGS and through Alicia’s

french culture and history into

project she is positively and effec-

each lesson, allowing us to rela-

tively sharing her knowledge from

te, understand and draw more

her world, to ours, allowing each

connections to the content we’re

of her students to become a little

learning.

bit more global with every lesson
taught. Merci beaucoup, Alicia!

Along with teaching and planning Alicia has also been hard

By L.W Edwards

at work beginning the mastery
process for this project. In week
5 Alicia proposed this project
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Poetry
NOTE :
Content is run on submissions, and will therefore reflect a range of perspectives
and views. Our pieces represent individuals, not necessarily the entire community.

You think I’m dumb

But there’s something about you I

But you came up to me one day,

But I know everything that you

felt.

And never talked to me the same

Have done.

I never turned my back on you,

way.

You think you got away,

Even if you thought I had too.

You never told me why,

But I promise you’re gonna pay.

After everything that you’ve done, That was the first time you made me

Everything that you lied,

You still think that you’ve won.

cry.

I stood proud by your side.

Well baby we’ve just begun.

The second time was a little bit har-

Everything that I risked,

The person I was to you was too

der

Was to see your smile fixed.

nice,

After you became a little bit darker.

And now you spit on my name.

Now I have to show you the cold

You took him by the hand,

After every great thing I ever

ice.

And said he was your man.

did,

The times you left,

Me?

Don’t think I’m just gonna stand

The miserable feeling I felt.

I left never wanting to come back,

aside.

The day I told you it was over,

But balls was what I lacked.

The game has changed,

That’s the day you became a lo-

And it’s my turn to fight.

ner.

But that’s how the story ends...

Lied about me with no proof,

You stop telling me everything,

But before I do

That’s the day I became shatter-

In fact you don’t tell me anything.

I wanna say a few words

proof.

We stop seeing each other,

Remember when you were in

In fact we screwed up one another.

tears

Remember…

We both made mistakes,

And I would hold you near.

When you had me around your

Acted on each other like snakes.

When everyone else left,

arms,

And I thought it was over,

And I never did you harm.

But you betrayed me even when you
were sober.
- Anonymous

CURRENT EVENTS
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Photo by Kien Ngo

An ongoing
conflict

CURRENT EVENTS

Photo: Izzy Ricotta

major parts in India, and had the
WRITER: Zaki Ahmed

Elizabeth 1, the company was officially in the
trade monopoly between Britain and east

During our second term, Zaki wrote on the ongoing coflict between his home country Pakistan and its neighboring country
India. It is rooted deeply within their history, which Zaki talks
about in his paper. This issue is still very current, which is why
he wanted to share it. This is a small segment of the in-depth
essay he focused on this topic.

Africa, while alongside the Dutch, French and
the Portuguese were in the play too.
Around 1612 Emperor Jahangir had given the
company rights to establishing a trading post
on the coast of Madras and then another was
developed in Bombay near 1668
(now, Mumbai). In less than two decades the

Pak Army kills three Indian soldiers in

town in the Muslim-dominated valley

retaliatory firing -October 4, 2
 017

that has become a new flashpoint.

“Indian unprovoked firing along LOC

“- the article was published by BBC

in Rawalakot and Chirikot Sectors

What you probably are reckoning by

targeting civil

now is the relation between kashmir

population of villages Kakuta, Chaffar,

and thediplomatic situation, whereas

Serian and Narakot,” said Inter-Servi-

also the security scenario in the Sou-

ces Public Relations (ISPR). “Pakistan

th Asian region;

Army posts are effectively engaging

where two of the biggest coun-

Indian posts

tries and nuclear powers, India and

”Reported by various newspapers

Pakistan share a volatile border and

and TV channels on October 4th,

amidst all that violence, economies

2017. In many countries around the

like that of China and The United

world such a news would have cau-

States are on hunt for the econo-

sed a wave of national apprehension,

mic and diplomatic superiority in the

but here in the subcontinent this is

region. The question remains,

what weekly headlines sound and

Why is a paradise like Kashmir at the

look like.Hajin:TheK
 ashmirtownthat

heart of the Indian/Pakistani conflict

isa
 ‘militant hub’- November 2
 8th, 

and this dire war to gain regional

2017 “Violence has ebbed and flowed

superiority?

in Indian-administered Kashmir since

The answer lies in the cracks of the

1989 but the region has seen a fresh

history; in abstract, distorted and

wave of unrest following popular

hoaxed facts. It is

militant leader Burhan Wani’s killing

year 1600, the East India Company is

by Indian forces in July 2016. Gowhar

just founded under the permission of

Geelani reports on a small market

Queen
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company had expanded its trading rights till
Calcutta (now, Kolkata). By this time the Dutch,
French and the Portuguese had their own
companies developed and expanding in the
region. It was less than 100 years later that
the company won the Battle of Plassey in the
year 1757, under the command of Robert Clive; the man who would be long remembered
for changing the dynamics of the subcontinent that will have its impacts be known even
well after 3 centuries. The
company was now controlling parts of Bengal,
the victory much owed to the inside
betrayal in Bengal by Mir Jafar. This victory
would lead the british to a 2 century long rule
in India, making it one of the largest colonies
under Imperial rule.
Why is it important to mention Plassey? Hence, it was to be found out later that the
british empire would take over the EIC as the
ruler of Bengal due to their exploits in the
state and for the first time an act of Parliament was passed for India which appointed a
british Governor General in India; this gave the
empire direct administrative powers. In
the coming years at the beginning of19th century the British had gained control over

Mughal throne under their influence.
By 1834 the
British were in complete control of
India, the official language was now
English which
later on will intensify the anger in
people against the british and create a void between
Hindus and Muslims.

to represent the rights of all indians on

Hindus were given the impression that

secular basis. On the other hand of this

it was an attack on their sovereignty by

political progress, many regional leaders

breaking their strength and majority like

such as Bal Gangadhar Tilak were using

this. Some muslim leaders supported the

passionate freedom speeches to pro-

Hindus when they brought up this parti-

voke the indians and amidst all of that

tion as a traditional British way of “divide

several assassination attempts on british

and rule” . The congress rejected this

officers were made, some of which were

partition and called for immediate refor-

successful.

ms. An initiative of “Swadeshi Movement”
spread rapidly, British cloths and pro-

After the war of independence in
1857 which was majorly led by muslim

The growing tensions in India worried the

ducts were openly burnt in bonfires and

British which forced them to take mea-

the Indian labor in Calcutta, and Bombay

rulers of

sures to clamp them down, one in way of

went on strikes against the partition.

princely states in India, the british deve-

Partitioning Bengal. Now, if you remem-

Rabindranath Tagore writes in one of his

loped retaliation towards muslims and

ber from the start Bengal was a very

novels from that time in the point of view

favored hindus in administrative offices,

important part of India; it was the trading

of an Indian woman “I must burn all my

military and trade. This not only made

hub and one of the richest states in India

foreign clothes...... I do not wish to wear

the British/Muslims relations weak but

while also being the one which british

them in this life”

created an air of hostility between Hin-

occupied before annexing Sindh, Punjab

The growing hostility threatened the

dus and

and other Indian provinces. Bengal being

British , so there was nothing more to do

Muslims, which was strategic british

among the largest provinces, it

than to revoke the decision of Partition of

maneuver to create a new era of politics

had an estimated population of 52 mi-

Bengal in 1911. The congress saw this as

in India.

llion people in the west (Roughly, 42 mi-

anachievement while the muslim leaders

Majority of the population being Hindu,

llion hindus and 10 million muslims) and

in congress took it as a threat to their

the muslims felt insecure and due to

East bengal and Assam had a popula-

rights and new movement to All India

such beliefs philosophies like the two

tion of 31 million (12 million hindus and 19

muslim League began, AIML was already

nation theory were raised. Which stated

million muslims ). Bengal was so big that

active since 1906 after Simla deputa-

that Hindu and Muslims are two sepa-

it was compared to 10 times the popula-

tion but now a new spirit to it was born,

rate communities and cannot live under

tion of Britain at that time. The apparent

one very nationalist. The face of Indian

same rule, so they deserved to be trea-

reason for the partition that was put

politics was divided into Indian national

ted separate with equity since muslims

forward was that Bengal was too big to

Congress and All India muslim League.

were in minority. By late 19th

be administered under one governor.

century the muslims and hindus both

While, since 1857 it was the first time

had realized that war was not the way to

that muslims and british were on the

independence, hence a new movement

same ground. West Bengal was the first

of Indian political awareness arose. India

province in India with a clear Muslim ma-

was now officially being represented by

jority, that made the muslims feel more

the Indian National Congress; which was

secured under the british rule while the
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Cryptocurrency
What is it and what should you do
The expanding cryptocurrency market has created widespread confusion across the world. As Bitcoin
rose 800% from 2017 to 2018, it’s
easy to see why people misunderstand and are scared of this new
form of currency.

Written by
Maxim Sindall

Photo from
townnews.com
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If you are baffled, interested, or
anxious about cryptocurrencies,
this article is for you. To fundamentally understand cryptocurrencies,
we first have to look at the characteristics of money. Money or FIAT
currency is based upon four principles; first, the currency has to be
a medium of exchange, meaning
it should be able to exchange products for the currency you have. Secondly, the currency needs to have a
store a value, implicating it is worth
something palpable. Thirdly, it needs
to have a unit of value, denoting that
it has a representation of value to

other currencies or tangible materials like gold. Lastly, the currency
needs to have a standard of deferred payment, meaning that the currency has the ability to settle debts
for products you buy.
When looking at cryptocurrencies
and conventional currencies (FIAT),
the fundamental values of money
are both represented in each. So
what’s the main difference? The
difference between cryptocurrency and FIAT is in the way each are
managed. Conventional currency
like the US dollar is tracked and authorized for use by a central authority, meaning a single authority has
complete control. Cryptocurrencies
on the other hand, has no central
authority and are controlled by the
users of the currency. So how is it
secure? In a centralized system,
banks securely control your money.

In a decentralized system, like Bitcoin,
you have to take care of your own money. This is a positive and a negative. If
anything goes wrong, no one can help
you while you float strandedly. Though, on the plus side you have complete control, implicating that no one can
publicly track you or can try to take
money from you. Though most transactions seen, go through online cryptocurrency exchanges, like Coinbase,
which keep your information secure at
a cost of centralization.
As the term ‘cryptocurrency’ grows
and expands to the general public and
the world, what should you do as a
investor? Before you put your life savings on the line, you should understand the biggest cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, and its key characteristics. Unlike
other currencies like the US dollar, there is a limited supply of Bitcoin worldwide, 21 million units. Once the currency is completely found and taken
in a process called ‘mining,’ it is almost
guaranteed that your investment will
pay off. If demand remains constant
and the supply dwindles it will increase in price according to the economic
law of supply & demand. As for Bitcoin,
the supply is expected to be wiped by
the mid 2100’s. If you are still unsure
but interested about cryptocurrencies
like Bitcoin, I would urge you to sign up
at an exchange, like Coinbase, where
you could invest small amounts and
be involved in the market with practically no risk. If your looking to go big, I
would recommend investing in a hardware wallet where you can keep unlimited amounts of cryptocurrencies
completely safe without the government’s watchful eye. Cryptocurrency
is the truly global exchange of money
that you can transact anywhere at
any time. As Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies keeps growing, where will
you be in the ever developing financial
world?

Photo from
maxpixel.freegreatpicture.com
Once the currency is completely found and taken in a process
called ‘mining,’ it is almost guaranteed that your investment
will pay off. Pictured above is the device used for mining.

" A global
exchange of money that you can
transact anywhere at any time "
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The Taboo that is Real
Written by
Shamsia Daryabi

Every day as I walk around
Hiroshima city, especially
when I am in the peace park,
I realized how peaceful and
refreshing the town is. People are so quiet and respectful. Smiles and happiness are
drawing its roots in my heart,
and every second of the day I
wish that everyone else in the
world could experience this
place. Taking a fresh breath and seeing how beautiful
the world actually is, and how
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grateful they are for their lives.
Often I come by a small park
with a playground for kids;
then I wish to be a kid again
and go the park with my parents and play with them or
to play with my friends. To be
honest, I miss my childhood. I
can’t go back to my childhood
again, but one thing that I
could do for sure is to make
other kids happy and make
them feel special. However,
a few weeks ago I went to
peace memorial museum
and gained more knowledge
about the world war 2, and
when the atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We then had an event

with HibaKusha, “the A-bomb
survivor”, where they all shared their stories and experiences; unforgettable. It was
hard for me to tolerate and
hear everything. It often reminds me of my own country
and the people that are experiencing conflict currently.
I don’t want to complain about
everything in my country. But
child labor, child marriage,
environmental issues, and
the most prominent one; insecurity and terrorist attacks
every week that take the lives
of hundreds of civilians. But
why? This question makes
me crazy. I used to not talk
about; I tried to hide my pain
with drawing the smiley faces,

" It is time for the world to know
what I have been through".

Photo by
The Kein Ngo

Photo by
Charlotte Tenebrini-Steckart

I wish that everyone else in the world could experience and take a
fresh breath and says how beautiful the world is

Photo from
commons.wikimedia.org

but it is time for the world to
know what I have been going
through. Meanwhile, thousands of other people around
the globe are experiencing it
as well. In the area that I live
in, or even in the whole Kabul, there is not a peaceful
and secure park for kids to go
and play. Children between
the age of four to 18 are being forced to work, and a lot
of those are not able to go to
school. Kids are being victimized by bomb attacks, sexual
abuses, forced work, so many
other purposes. Have we ever

thought or considered what
happens to those kids? This
is not only a problem in my
country, but it is happening
everywhere.
So many of the HibaKusha
were kids when the “the little boy B- 29 nuclear bombs”
was dropped on Hiroshima.
My closest friend Gulsome
Hussaini, was still a teenager
when she lost her mother in
the bomb attack. We should
never forget that decisions

people made yesterday, whether good or bad, still affects
millions of lives today. And
today, we have the power to
make a decision. Let us all
start to understand humanity
and make this world a place
worth living for everyone. We
should be considering everyone, and not lose sight of the
heart of a lost kid, mother or
father in war. I want everyone to know that if we all work
together we can make a difference, and make this world
smile again.
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Social Stigma : Special Needs Schools
CURRENT EVENTS

“I need for my child not
to think being different is
bad”- Ryoko Jordan

Written by
Ella Oudhof

As we walk along the park path and
the two children run towards the swing
set, Ryoko expresses her worries for
her three year old boy Alex. “I need to
know that he will be ok once I am not
around anymore’. I met up with her
and her two sons and mother, with the
hopes of understanding more what
is it like living with a special need in
Japan.
Being diagnosed as autistic at a young
age allowed for her to approach raising him the way that suits him best;
shape her relationship with him to
what he responds to the best. As I
glance towards her older son Jayron,
you can see that he also clearly adapted his behaviour towards his little
brother. But is there one right way to
do this? Do we treat all people and all
cases through the same guidelines?
There is this misconception that all
people with different needs can not
function within the common society.
There is so much wrong with this
popular idea that seems to still flow
around, especially when education is
taken into consideration. With the lack
of resources and even awareness in
certain countries, including well-developed societies like Japan, many
individuals are lost in the cross-wire.
Ryoko shared with me that her son
going to a specialised school with his
needed help available, was difficult
to arrange. She was lucky she had a
contact within the school, because
she knows there are countless families
without this privilege.
I wanted to find more about the school
Alex went to, Hullpong Hiroshima,
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and therefore visited it with Ryleigh, another student at TGS.
We toured around the building, and eventually met the group
of fourty children at the playground. Akemi Kawaguchi, the
principal and qualified nurse, showed us the wall covered with
tiles decorated individually. The organization started with a
volunteering group of high school students in 1985, in which
she was part of. It grew to the extraordinary support system it
is now, through immense commitment from people like Akemi.
Throughout the years, they have gathered multiple donaters
tht have been able to fund them. The wall is constructed of
tiles designed by all the people that have helped make this
possible. I asked her how come she chose to give her entire life
to this cause, in which she replied with a story of a child that
wasn’t given proper help in her neighborhood when she was
young. That, along with her simply loving children.

Ryleigh Iverson with one
of the students on her lap
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SPOTIFY PLAYLIST : JAPAN
Every term, we gather music that represents the 7-week term
in our host country to us. Everyone in our community is invited
to contribute

As we close the term in Japan, I’m reminded of the very first days of this academic year, way back when,
in Botswana: 40-something individuals from all over the world, meeting each other for the first time,
living in tents, surrounded by wild animals. Nothing could go wrong!
It did….. many a time. And we learned from it.
Then we traveled to India. Among the honking of tuk-tuks, cars, random street cows, and what seemed
like a never-ending stream of people, we tried to find our own peace and strengthen our community
even further, building upon and learning from our failures and successes in Botswana.
And here, in Japan, those efforts paid off. And, as I stood in our final circle in Japan, I realized that it’s
because of those mistakes that we have become the cohort of students and educators that we are
today: a group that can rely on each other, a group that builds each other up, a group that calls each
other out when that is needed, and a group that listens to feedback and takes it on.
The term in Japan also proved that when given agency, students take on the responsibility for their own
learning, take charge, and devise their own paths to acquiring the skills/knowledge that they themselves are passionate about. They create projects, for example, that explore the ethical and philosophical
theories through the Game of Thrones; they create ‘claymation clips’ to learn about health and endocrine systems; they practice their drawing skills to learn about Japanese tattoo art; they create their own
language curriculum and teach a new language to their peers; they take on the charge of the school
newsletter to learn journalistic writing and editorial skills and the English language itself. I could go on,
but I’ll leave you with the link to our Japan Showcase (Part 1 and Part 2) to further explore the variety of
students’ ideas.
As we continue to grow and learn from our mistakes and successes, I look forward to seeing how our
community develops even further. I look forward to seeing what great projects you develop and how you
channel and cultivate that passion for learning that you are developing.
It is now with great pleasure that I hand you this first edition of the student TGS newsletter.
- Adnan Mackovic, TGS principal

Photo by Charlotte Steckhart
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